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HUNGRY HOWIE’S PIZZA TO CELEBRATE HALLOWEEN
WITH HAUNTED OFFERS IN ARIZONA
Pizza Franchise Gears Up For Halloween Horrors
MADISON HEIGHTS, MI (September 12, 2013) – Hungry Howie’s Pizza unveils the
Zombie Extreme Pizza, a spooky limited time offer just in time for Halloween. The special pizza is
ready to scare pizza lovers in Arizona and spice up the frightening holiday starting Friday the 13th
through the end of October!
The Chambers of Fear sponsor, Hungry Howie’s is celebrating Halloween at 18 locations in
Arizona by introducing the Zombie Extreme Pizza, made from a variety of meat, spicy jalapeños
and hot tomato sauce, with the already popular cajun crust. Topping more than three pounds, this
scary and fiery pizza is $14.99 for a medium and $19.99 for a large. Those who purchase the pizza
on the 13th will receive a free zombie T-shirt, which will also be seen on their spooky delivery staff.
“We are thrilled to be partner with Chambers of Fear and offer this exclusive Halloween pizza,” said
Andy Goldstein, franchisee of Hungry Howie’s. “We hope to enhance our customers’ Halloween
experience with our special Zombie Extreme Pizza as well as add a little bit of fun to the fright.”
For more Hungry Howie’s information, franchising or order this limited time offer and other
flavored crust pizza online, please visit www.hungryhowies.com.
About Hungry Howie’s Pizza
Founded in 1973, Hungry Howie’s Pizza is a national pizza franchise that is loyal to its tradition of
providing delicious, high-quality and original Flavored Crust® pizzas including eight flavors: butter,
butter cheese, cajun, garlic herb, onion, ranch, sesame and original. Its menu features oven-baked
calzone-style subs, Howie Breads, crisp & cool salads, and flavored wings that create a unique and
irreplaceable position in the pizza market. Starting in Taylor, MI, Hungry Howie’s has grown to almost
600 locations in 20 states across the U.S.
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